SMOKED VODKA

COUNTRY
REGION

England
Herefordshire

NOTABLE

Gluten Free

DESCRIPTION
Chase Distillery is a family-owned, single estate distillery, creating fine spirits and liqueurs from
the produce grown on their farm in Herefordshire, England since 2008. Just by stepping
outside the front door onto the rolling potato fields and cider apple orchards, you can see the
raw ingredients that go into making each of the Chase spirits. The Chase family uses a bespoke,
handcrafted copper batch pot during the distilling process and every bottle is filled and sealed
by hand.

Chase Smoked Vodka is made using traditional copper pot distilling
methods by blending down the award winning Chase Vodka with
Herefordshire's finest oak-smoked water. The smoked water is made using
water from a borehole and sits in the coolest part of the smokehouse for 5
days in order to pick up a delicate, sweet, ashy and smoky flavor. It then
passes through a natural, mild filter to ensure no impurities are gathered
from the wood particles. The smoked water then gets combined with
Chase Original Vodka for a period of around 7 days, creating a fantastic
new taste with a smooth and soft finish.
NOSE
Warm and inviting, like a great British campfire. An initial peppery haze opens up to a lightly
sweet and creamy, oak smoke with delicate notes of ash flitting by in the breeze.

PALATE
Sweet and light woody notes of licorice root greet the pallet on entry. Hints of charcoal and
black pepper lead the way with a lightly tingling bitterness and spice, before the billowing oak
smoke that follows.

ANALYSIS
Alcohol: 40%

BOTTLE SIZE
750 ml

SERVING SUGGESTIONS
Try it neat and slightly chilled as it tastes great on its own. Outstanding in Bloody Mary.

COCKTAIL RECIPE:

Smoky Mary
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